Exhibition plan 2017
1. Exhibition
Length:
Title:
Opening:
Artists:

5th February – 7th May 2017
Kopf + Vogel (head + bird)
Sunday, 5th February at 3pm with Karin Mysz, Museum Haus Cajeth
Pellegrino Vignali, Wolfgang Brandl, Bruno Ophaus, Oswin Stieding,
August Vibert, Nicole Szlachetka und Werner Streppel

The paintings of Pellegrino (1905‐1984), who used to live as a farmer in a remote village in the
Italian Appenine mountains, deals with animals, human beings , plants and figures, which he
combines to a little symbolic cosmos, similar to the oldest art of petrograph and cave painting.
The exhibition shows Vignalis´ art as well as works of artists from the House of Kannen, who find
their way towards the nature of life, to everything alive, a process which eventually ends up for
each of them in developing their own mental pictures.
2. Exhibition
Lenght:
Title:
Opening:
Artists:

14th May - 10th September 2017
Form, Farbe, Form (form, colour, form)
Sunday, 14th May at 3pm
Matthias Klepgen, Alfred Olschewski, Hans-Werner Padberg, Bernhard
Pfitzner, Josef Schwaf

Five artists of the House of Art Kannen show the ways and means of handling the parameters
of form and colour. Alfred Olschewski studies the combination of colours in a row, Hans‐Werner
Padberg builds abstract, colourful objects, Matthias Klepgen creates with multicolored bits and
pieces miniature worlds; Bernhard Pfitzner changes used pieces of paper with coloured tapes
into a new mental disposition; in his paintings, Josef Schwaf catches the colourful lights of a
stage dipped into strong brightness.
3. Art Fair
Length:
Title:
Opening:

21th – 24th September 2017
2x2 forum Outsider Art 2017
Thursday, 21th September at 11am

Already the fith time the 2 x 2 Forum takes place in Münster: the expression “2x2” is its title
as well as the concept of the Art Fair: artists´studios, art projects, universities, galleries and
museums will come together to present their concepts and works of art for sale, and all parties
concerned will gladly be at anyones disposal to answer questions, accept suggestions or simply
discuss.
4. Exhibition
Length:
Title:
Opening:

P. Vignali, Haus Cajeth

1st Oktober 2017 – 28th January 2018
20th annual sales exhibition 2017
Sonntag 1. Oktober 2017 um 15 Uhr

Since 1966, there have been exhibitions in the Kunsthaus Kannen on a regular basis; in these
exhibitions were presented paintings and objects of artists created in the artists´studios in the
House of Art Kannen, works of guest artists and budding artists of all ages. Always searching for
new talented artists, also this year, we have dedicated us to the cause of heighten the number
of artists by offering a bidding, so as to make known their works of art to a broader public.
All paintings and objects are for sale

Kunsthaus Kannen / Museum für Art Brut und Outsider Art

Alexianerweg 9 / Kappenberger Damm, 48163 Münster, Tel.: 02501/96620560
Opening times: Tu - Su/ holidays: 1pm - 5pm, guidance with registation: Mo - Fr: 9am - 5pm
kunsthaus-kannen@alexianer.de, www.kunsthaus-kannen.de
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